
IN THE RING this month are two swagger-
ing bug-eyed machines from factories
on both sides of the pond. Along with

jokes about English accents the other finds
funny, these two companies have had a very
competitive relationship over the years.
Both bikes are freshly minted, the Speed
Triple introduced in 2005, the Lightning
Long in 2006. Do we call them “naked
streetfighters?” After an afternoon in the
tattoo parlor, maybe, but we see them both
as motorcycles in the essential tradition,
machines whose comfortable riding posi-
tions make them perfect for everyday use,
adaptable to commuting or sport riding and
ripe for personalization.

An unfair contest? On paper it might be,
the Speed Triple’s three-cylinder, short-
stroke, dual-overhead cam, four-valve with
sequential port fuel injection against the
Buell’s long-stroke, pushrod two-valve,
with single throttle body fuel injection. Sure
the Buell has a 10% displacement advan-
tage, 1203 vs. 1050cc, but there’s just no
way the Buell’s Sportster-based lump
should be able to offer a viable alternative
to the Speed Triple’s performance poten-
tial. But it does—because “potential” isn’t
always the same thing as “usable power.”

Powertrain Details
Triumph—Slightly more powerful than

the new Sprint ST’s 1050cc version of the
stroked 955cc triple (Speed Triple: 110.4
peak hp, Sprint ST: 106.9 at the rear wheel),
the Speed Triple’s motor can be regarded as
the most up-to-date engine in the Triumph
catalog. Equipped with Keihin’s advanced
double-butterfly fuel injection (one throttle
controlled by the rider, the other by com-
puter to maximize intake velocity for best
response), the super-sporting Daytona’s
motor, although more highly tuned, is still
955cc and still uses the older Sagem EFI,

which is being replaced as each model in
the Triumph line is updated.

Thankfully, unlike our recent experience
with the Sprint ST (tested in October 2005),
we had no issues with inconsistent engine
performance aboard the Speed Triple—giv-
ing us awesome thrust from down low with
excellent throttle response and minimal
vibration across the range. And best of all is
its aural presence, a bestial growling that
tickles your brain and sounds even better
without earplugs (which often mask unat-
tractive clatter).

Buell—Identical to the XB12X Ulysses
engine, the Sportster-based 45°, OHV, V-
twin uses Delphi EFI drawing air from a
single 49mm throttle body to make 81.0 hp
on the dyno—a huge increase from the lat-
est Sportster’s 58 rear wheel hp. We’re
always impressed that the Buell motor
works as well as it does, based on a design
known more for style than performance. 

Despite the big horsepower difference
between the challengers, their peak torque
is nearly identical—both brawny from low
in the rpm range for potent acceleration
right from the get-go. To be precise, the
Buell registered a max of 68.2 lb./ft. @
5750 while the Speed Triple made 69.5 @
7500 rpm.

But, the engines’ characters could hardly
be more different. The Triumph can easily
lift the front wheel under heavy accelera-
tion from a start, yet the degree of levitation
remains very controllable (the reason why
Speed Triples are favored as Wheelie
School trainers). Also, the triple’s smaller,
lighter internals, like pistons and valves,
allow a much higher redline, 9300 rpm vs.
the Buell’s 6700, which serves to make
much greater area under the power curve,
extending its advantage. 

The Triumph has a ferocious quality that
sets your teeth on edge—like it’s fueled by

Red Bull. While in the Buell’s case, its
heavy flywheels, necessary to smooth its
narrow-angle firing order, create a more
relaxed and fluid acceleration—obvious in
a drag race-type start. However, while rid-
ing on the street, even on tight and twisty
roads, this same flywheel effect means that
the motor can be given heavy throttle with-
out fear of unintended wheelspin, making
its acceleration more controllable and often
an even match for the Speed Triple’s in the
same conditions. In fact, you don’t have the
impression that the Buell’s motor is actually
weaker than the Triumph’s until you find a
long straightaway. And, depending on the
prevailing roads in your locale, that could
range from rarely (on our favorite roads) to
all the time (someplace like Florida). Con-
sider that. 

In terms of straight line acceleration there
really is no contest. The Speed Triple posts
a 10.82 quarter-mile @ 125.01 mph to the
XB12Ss’ 12.02 @ 110.69. Top speed in
both cases is a matter of gearing, as their
rev limiters prevent anything faster. The
Triumph reached a maximum velocity of
143.3 mph to the Buell’s 126.8, numbers
that don’t have any place on the street, but
that do illustrate their respective muscle.

Transmissions are another point of depar-
ture. The Buell has five speeds to the Tri-
umph’s six, which allows the Speed Triple
to make the most of its high-performance
powerband (its hp peaks at redline). The
Triumph’s gearbox is flawlessly slick with
a nice short throw and its clutch gives very
good engagement feel. The XB12Ss’ trans-
mission, new in 2006 and by far the best a
Buell has ever carried, is also very good,
but not quite the Triumph’s equal as shift-
ing wasn’t always as easy and we experi-
enced a few missed shifts.

Some engine designs make you expect
certain behaviors, but unlike what we
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would expect, the Buell’s big V-twin with
its 10.0:1 compression ratio does not offer
strong engine braking. In what can only be
called a glitch in its engine management
program, perhaps to cure the common
light-switch lurching at first increasing or
decreasing throttle that’s still common on
EFI systems, its injection is obviously pro-
grammed to slow rpm at a gradual rate.
While the upside is that the engine does
make nice smooth throttle transitions, the
strong elastic deceleration that would be
expected with hefty full-circle iron fly-
wheels is artificially extended well past the
point of desirability. In fact, the rider must
learn to cover the brakes closely in tight
going as the engine’s compression braking
is almost completely eliminated.
Recent experience with tradi-
tional big V-twin engine braking
makes this sensation doubly dis-
appointing, so that our testers’
reactions ranged from quick
adaptation to inflamed disgust.

The Triumph’s only engine
quirk was the odd delay (up to
three seconds) between the time
you hit the starter button and the
engine’s reaction. Because the
delay was irregular, we couldn’t
help but be concerned. Why? Has
the engine management gotten so
smart it needs time to boot up?

Brakes
Both machines are very well

endowed in this department. The XB12Ss
uses Buell’s innovative single, ultra-large,
375mm-diameter, rim-mounted disc with a
reverse-curved six-piston, double-action
caliper. There was a time when we found
the first of these calipers inadequately rigid,
as you could actually see the caliper expand
under a heavy grip on the lever. No more,
and we now find the brakes both sensitive
and powerful, with no apparent drawbacks.
Most importantly, the design allows a very
light wheel assembly, as the rim-mounted
disc means that beefy wheel spokes and a
robust hub/disc carrier to transfer the brak-
ing torque out from the hub to the rim aren’t
required. Such an arrangement’s reduced
unsprung weight pays off in a wheel that
can follow the road more closely without
kicking bump forces back into the chassis so
strongly. Both elegant and clever, it’s one of
several unique features the Buell owner can
point to as evidence of its advanced design.

In use, we were all impressed by Buell’s
precise and powerful brakes, although the
effect of any reduced unsprung weight was
harder to appreciate. Our best tested stop-
ping distance from 60 mph was 117.9', a
respectably short distance—limited as usual
by the tendency to stoppie—aggravated by

the short 54.4" wheelbase and forward
weight bias (51.8% on the front unladen).

The Triumph, on the other hand, relies
on the latest refinements in conventional
brake technology. Using radially mounted
four-piston front calipers made by Nissin
(also the choice of MV Agusta, we might
add) the front discs are twin 320mm items,
matched with a single 255mm in back
pinched by a two-piston caliper.

MCN’s record for 60 mph-zero stopping
was set by a previous Speed Triple back in
1999 at 106.7'. We honestly never expected
to see a shorter stop as repaving had appar-
ently reduced the traction at our test site. 

However, the 2006 Speed Triple’s very
first stop was below the record, a 106.0'

result! But, the first practice stop is never the
best, so we had to doubt our own equip-
ment. The second stop was even better,
104.75'! The computer trace of the radar’s
input was flawless, and no errant data points
made an appearance. Although the test rider
said he didn’t think it felt that fast, the com-
puter technician’s point of view was that it
looked that fast.

On a third try, deliberately not as great an
effort to check the radar’s result, netted an
impressive 110'. That was enough for us,
with two stops in our Top 10 of All Time,
the Speed Triple surpassed…another Speed
Triple to take the crown.

But not everything about the Speed
Triple’s brakes was perfect. For some rea-
son, its front brake lever had an exception-
ally long throw, over two inches at the tip,
before braking action would begin. (Half
an inch is more common.) In everyday rid-
ing, the extra travel required creates a delay
in your braking response, taking away some
of the brakes’ advantage in true emergency
stopping. And, for that reason, the Buell’s
brakes were preferred by most testers as
they were immediately effective, felt good
and maximum braking on the street is the
exception rather than the rule. 

Tires
Great braking components obviously

make a big difference as they allow the rider
to sense impending lockup more clearly,
but traction begins at the tire/road interface,
and we noted that our Speed Triple wore
Michelin’s latest Pilot Power rubber while
the Buell carried Dunlop’s D208 com-
pound. Both wear identical 17" sizes at both
ends, 120/70 fronts and 180/55 rears, but
we’d have to suspect a Michelin advantage
in terms of grip and feedback at the limit.

However, the Triumph’s longer 56.2"
wheelbase, less forward weight bias (49.0%
front, static) and firmer front suspension,
which minimizes sudden weight transfer
onto the front tire, were other factors in

favor of its braking perfor-
mance.

Suspension
Both machines use top-notch

fully adjustable suspension at
both ends and feature inverted
male-slider forks. The Buell
relies on Showa for its parts and
its suspension action is excel-
lent; plush over high- or low-
speed impacts with excellent
feedback for spirited riding.
Stock, the Buell has the slightly
cushier ride, but the available
tuning range is certainly great
enough to make it considerably
firmer, or softer, if the owner
should desire.

The Speed Triple’s front end is one of its
sexiest elements, beefy 45mm sliders inside
gorgeous gold anodized legs held in robust
triple clamps, with triple pinch bolts on each
lower clamp. The trick radial Nissin calipers
add flash at the axle ends, too.

As good as the Buell’s suspension parts
are, the Triumph’s are their equals. Almost
too firm until the suspension’s hydraulic
fluid warms up over several miles, the Tri-
umph has a very sporty tactile front-end feel
that isn’t punishing on rough pavement but
is just a bit jouncy on freeway expansion
joints. The sensation of the suspension fluid
warming to optimum performance is rare
and we’ve only encountered it on the very
best suspenders we’ve ridden, all the rest
were on dedicated high-end sportbikes.

Handling/Riding Impression
For two machines that are so clearly

focused on the same concept, sharing the
very same 32.25" seat height and almost
identical weights (the Buell 470.5 lbs., the
Speed Triple 487.5 lbs.), the two are very
different to ride.

Hinckley’s Triumphs commonly favor
steeper steering geometry than most other
brands, but Buells tend to be more aggres-
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sive yet. In this case, both have steering
heads set at 23.5°, the Triumph using a fork
offset that delivers 3.3" of trail, while the
Buell angles the fork tubes even more
steeply than the head angle, at just 22°, 
and makes 4.8" of trail—a seemingly 
small variation in geometry that makes a
big difference.

With its three-cylinder engine rigidly
mounted so that it enhances chassis stiff-
ness, the Speed Triple gives no evidence of
flex when making quick directional
changes, providing a solid foundation for
its aggressive geometry. The result is very
neutral handling, meaning that during cor-
nering, it feels natural and balanced with a
predictable response to lean angles. This
inspires rider confidence in
enthusiastic cornering while
providing plenty of straight
line stability—everything we
could reasonably ask.

The Buell carries its throb-
bing V-twin engine on clever
“Uniplanar” engine mounts so
that it’s free to thrash around
in the frame without transmit-
ting much vibration to the
rider, but as a result, doesn’t
feel like a single piece in
motion the way the Triumph
does. Instead the XB12Ss’
engine feels alive inside its
rigid chassis, and over rough
roads also gives the sense that
it moves slightly in response to
bumps. This curious sensation doesn’t pre-
vent spirited riding, but continually feels
different. Whether you find it too distract-
ing is personal. Some of us did, making the
Triumph greatly preferable, others didn’t
mind at all.

Although the XB12Ss’ chassis and steer-
ing geometry are identical to the Ulysses
(which we really liked) and only its shorter
suspension travel and lower CofG should
alter its handling feel, for some reason it
handled very differently. Unlike the
Ulysses, the XB12Ss wanted to stand up
under braking and had to be consciously
countersteered mid-turn to keep it from try-
ing to fall in. Ridden back to back, the
Ulysses felt completely neutral by compar-
ison. Why? We originally suspected that a
front tire perhaps flattened subtly by too
much straight-up time might have caused
the sensation, but a surprise rear puncture
sent the XB12Ss back to H-D’s fleet center,
where it received two fresh tires. Yet the
sensation remained. Whatever the reason,
the XB12Ss’ handling feel is very different
from the Ulysses. 

“Stark” naked, without fairings of any
kind, the Triumph will pummel the rider
with wind blast at higher freeway speeds,

but at least the handlebars are low enough to
balance torso weight against wind resis-
tance to ease pressure on the wrists. Call it
a good reason to slow down or look to add
some wind deflection. If the latter solution
appeals, Triumph’s stylish headlight cover
for the Speed Triple runs $260. On the other
hand, unclothed, the bike is less susceptible
to side winds and more stable in gusty 
conditions as a result. And its stability is
one of its best charms, allowing you to carve
precise arcs through long turns with 
delicious ease.

Instruments/Controls
Triumph—The Speed Triple has the

trickest instrument package, replete with

trip computer functions should your instan-
taneous gas mileage, average fuel con-
sumption, distance traveled, journey
distance, journey time, average speed or
maximum speed be fascinating enough to
push some buttons. In addition, the dash
will display a digital clock, a bar graph of
coolant temperature, two trip meters and
the usual warning lights including low fuel.
And for the ultimate gadget, a series of five
shift lights at the right side of the tach illu-
minate in a 250-rpm sequence as you
approach a programmable rpm limit. Pretty
fancy stuff, but the one gauge we’d prefer
after the speedo and tach, a fuel gauge, isn’t
part of the display, although a countdown-
to-empty feature is provided. Also, the shift
lights were more of a distraction than a use-
ful rider aid, as the big tachometer itself was
even easier to read, and just half an inch
away. Plus, the tripmeters eventually
refused to be reset, suggesting that such
complexity may have a practical downside.

In terms of controls, the Triumph’s
extreme brake lever freeplay has already
been mentioned, but its mirrors deserve
another good tongue-lashing. Way too nar-
row to be of any use—simply terrible.

Buell XB12Ss—Essentially the same as

the Ulysses, the XB12Ss has a pair of 
easy-to-read analog clock faces for its
speedo and tach. And, just like the Ulysses, 
the smoked plastic cover over the indicator
lights makes them harder to read than 
necessary. 

While the XB12Ss’ mirrors are not as
steady as we’d like, blurring images hori-
zontally in resonance with engine vibration,
they are placed well enough outboard to
give a good view aft, and they aren’t too
fuzzy to be useful.

Style/Value/Economy
As sculpture, the Triumph is the better

piece in our estimation, with a greater vari-
ety of surface finishes and more visual com-

plexity. But we do wish the
company would pay more
attention to the routing of
hoses and cables. We’ve
learned to live with the clut-
ter, but it certainly has room
for improvement.

The Buell’s blocky shapes
can seem almost deliberately
plain, as if to make a counter-
point to the precious paint and
plating of the Harleys on the
other side of the ledger. But
we do like the brightly
painted wheels, and think the
Triumph would look better if
it had something similar.

In terms of value, the Tri-
umph objectively wins the

performance contest outright and, as it sells
for $500 less ($9995 to $10,495), easily pre-
vails as the Best Buy.

But in terms of economy of ownership,
the Buell provides significantly better fuel
mileage and its maintenance costs should
be a bit lower as well, although it’s specified
for 2500-mile check-ups to the Speed
Triple’s 6000-mile intervals. 

Bottom Line
The Speed Triple is a fast and infec-

tiously fun ride that bristles with desirable
high-tech parts: Aluminum chassis, single-
sided swingarm, premium suspension,
radial front calipers, sophisticated fuel
injection and trip computer functions in its
instrumentation. But, thanks to its zoomie
mufflers, it has a few hard-to-fix drawbacks.

The Buell Lightning Long has an
equally vivid and engaging personality and
is a highly innovative machine in its own
right: Fuel in its hollow alloy frame, oil in
its swingarm, rim-mounted brake, under-
slung active exhaust system, to name a
few, although its power, handling and
braking are not quite at the same level as
the Triumph. But it’s an apple pie, Old
Glory American…choices, choices.
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The Speed Triple is a lot of motorcycle for the money. So pow-
erful, it actually makes you work to keep the front end on the
ground, rather than the other way around. And the engine’s
snarling personality matches its power, unforgettable.

Also, the suspension is top-notch, delivering an excellent ride
on surfaces from smooth to gnarly. Although it’s fully adjustable,
we found it perfect as delivered.

And the brakes…MCN’s best stopping distance ever—the
mind still reels! But a 2" freeplay between pulling the lever and slow-
ing the bike is way too much and appears designed in.

The riding position is fine, even the windblast at freeway speeds
is tolerable. But the stylists should have to live with a bike before
they let it out of the studio—the mirrors are a joke, so far inboard
as to be useless, and that’s serious. I had a car dive ahead of me
where the carpool lane narrowed and he might’ve killed me if I’d
changed position beforehand. And the high exhausts completely
compromise passenger and luggage accommodations. Pipes either
much lower or completely under the seat are needed.

Lastly, the horn’s plaintive low-volume “bleat” is as ineffective

as the mirrors’ rear view. Except for the pipes, the other things
can be easily fixed, and are a small price to pay for such a fun
machine. —Dave Searle

The Speed Triple still emits the same mellow-sounding three-
cylinder howl from the mufflers, but the high pipes leave little
option for the passenger pegs, which are placed ridiculously high
and close to the rear seat. And the mirrors are way too narrow
to be of any practical use.

Most impressive about the Speed Triple was the stopping—the
shortest distance I’ve ever recorded—without hitting something
solid, that is! Excellent brake feel and super grip from the tires
allowed for three stops in excess of 1 G. 

The choice between the Triumph and the Buell comes down to
excessive power or adequate power, good fuel mileage or better fuel
mileage, a three-cylinder exhaust howl or a V-twin growl, overhead
camshafts that need adjustment or maintenance-free hydraulic
lifters, and last but not least, a $500 price differential. Your call.

—Walt Fulton

TESTERS’ LOG

Model Comparison
Left: The Triumph three-
cylinder engine has one of the
most winning personalities in
motorcycling, with a growling,
snarling presence and 
ferocious acceleration. Though
we might wish for tidier hose
and cable routing to improve
its appearance, we can’t
argue with its effectiveness.
The casual ease with which it
floats the front tire from a start
makes it the favored bike for
wheelie schools, and its latest
Keihin EFI offers extraordinary
response for precise power
control. And its six-speed 
transmission is equally good,
with slick action and short
throws. 

Above: The Speed Triple’s instrumentation is state-of-the-art. Besides
the easy-to-read, large analog speedo and digital tach, it offers a
clock, coolant temp gauge, two trips, programmable shift lights (in the
vertical row to the right of the tach) and trip computer functions:
Instantaneous fuel consumption, average mpg, journey distance, 
journey time, average speed and maximum speed. But with all that, a
fuel gauge was left off, with just a low fuel warning light instead.

Left: The pilot’s seat is actually quite
good, but the twin high-mount
silencers, which make such a visual
statement, place the passenger pegs
just 11" below the pillion seat (with
the foam compressed). What were
they thinking? Bow-legged midgets?
Contortionists? The pipes’ location
also prohibits the use of soft 
saddlebags—not so brilliant.

Right: Massive gold anodized 45mm
cartridge forks add flash to the front

end and work superbly. Note the
triple pinch bolts on the lower clamps
for rigidity. Nissin radial-mount front
brakes slow premium Michelin Pilot

Power radials and produced the
shortest 60 mph-0 stop MCN’s ever

recorded, 104.75'. Triumph’s stylish
flyscreen cleans up the unfinished

look and is a $260 option.
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ENGINE

Type: ..........liquid-cooled, inline three
Valvetrain: ....DOHC, 4 valves per cyl.,

adjusting shims under buckets
Size: ........................................1050cc
Bore/stroke: ............79mm x 71.4mm
Comp. ratio: ............................12.0:1
Fuel system: ............Keihin multipoint

sequential electronic fuel injection,
44mm throttle bodies

Exhaust:....................................3–1–2 

DRIVETRAIN

Transmission: ......................6-speed
Final drive: ..............X-ring 530 chain
RPM @ 65 mph*/redline ..4700/9500
*actual, not indicated

DIMENSIONS

Wheelbase: ................................56.2"
Rake/trail ............................23.5°/3.3"
Ground clearance: ........................5.4"
Seat height :................................32.5"
GVWR: ..................................884 lbs.
Wet weight: ......................487.5 lbs.
Carrying capacity: ..............396.5 lbs.

SUSPENSION

Front: 45mm inverted cartridge forks,
dual rate springs, preload, 

compression and rebound adjustable,
4.72" travel

Rear: ......................monoshock w/adj. 
preload, compression and rebound

damping, 5.51" travel

BRAKES

Front: ....................dual 320mm discs,
Nissin four-piston radial-mount

calipers
Rear: ..............................255mm disc,

twin-piston caliper

TIRES & WHEELS

Front: ................120/70ZR17 Michelin 
Pilot Power on 3.50" x 17" wheel

Rear: ................180/55ZR17 Michelin 
Pilot Power on 5.50" x 17" wheel

ELECTRICS

Battery: ..............................12V, 12AH
Ignition: ....................digital-inductive
Headlight: ........................2 x 60/55W

FUEL

Tank capacity: ......................4.75 gal.
Fuel recommended: ..........89 (R+M/2)
High/low/avg.mpg:......43.1/33.3/40.6

MISCELLANEOUS
Instruments: ....Digital speedo, analog
tach, digital clock, coolant temp. and

trip computer functions (ave. mpg,
instantaneous mpg, journey time,

journey dist., max. speed, ave. speed)
Indicators: .............. Hi-beam, neutral
turnsignal, oil press., EFI fault, low fuel,

high coolant temp., programmable 
shift lights

MSRP: ....................................$9999
Routine service interval:........6000 mi.
Valve adj. interval:..............12,000 mi.
Warranty:......24 mo., unlimited miles,

transferable
Colors: ..............Jet Black, Neon Blue, 

Scorched Yellow, Fusion White

PERFORMANCE

Measured top speed ......143.4 mph
0–1/4 mile ..................10.82 sec.

@ 125.01 mph
0–60 mph ....................3.25 sec.
0–100 mph ..................6.98 sec.
60–0 mph ......................104.75'
Power to Weight Ratio ........1:4.42
Speed @ 65 mph indicated: ....61.7

STANDARD MAINTENANCE
Item Time Parts Labor
Oil & Filter ................0.3 ..........$12 + $48 ....$18.00
Air Filter ....................0.5 ..........$28.61 ..........$30.00
Valve Adjust ............3.25 ..........$42.96 ........$195.00
Battery Access ........0.10............MF ................$6.00
Final Drive................0.10 ..................................$6.00
R/R Rear Whl. ..........0.2 ................................$12.00
Change Plugs ...........0.50..........$43.50 ..........$30.00
Snych EFI ................0.75 ..............................$45.00
Totals 5.7 $175.07 $342.00

Low end ::::;

Mid-range ::::;

Top end ::::;

The best Speed Triple
motor yet, the previous
955cc motor is stroked to
1050cc and equipped with
Keihin double-butterfly EFI
for a perfectly linear
power delivery with great
response and massive
torque across the range…
plus it sounds great!

TEST NOTES
PICKS

: Wonderful engine note
: Best 60 mph-0 braking MCN has ever tested
: Firm but responsive suspension and neutral handling

PANS
:: Terrible mirrors, way too narrow
:: High muffler position prevents the use of soft saddlebags
:: Absurdly high passenger peg position

SAE CORRECTED REAR-W
HEEL TORQUE, LB. FT.

SAE CORRECTED REAR-W
HEEL HORSEPOW

ER

RPM, THOUSANDS

110.4 hp

69.5 lb. ft.
•

•

DYNAMOMETER DATA

:::::

:::::

:::::

:::::

:::::

:::::

:::::

:::::

:::::

:::::

:::::

M/C RATING SYSTEM
EXCELLENT
VERY GOOD
GOOD
FAIR
POOR :::::

––––––Open Standard––––––
Engine :::::

Transmission :::::

Suspension :::::

Brakes :::::

Handling :::::

Styling ::::.

Riding Impression ::::;

Instruments/Controls ::::.

Attention to Detail ::::.

Value ::::;

OVERALL RATING ::::.

2006 Triumph Speed Triple
SPECIFICATIONS AND PERFORMANCE DATA

ERGONOMICS TEMPLATE

A

B

61.0"

4
0

.0
"

D

3
2

.5
"

E

15
.0

"

53.75"C

28.5"

F

A: front of bike
to rear most
seating position.

B: front of bike to
center of handgrip.

C: front of bike to
center of footpeg.

D: ground to center
of handgrip.

E: ground to center 
of footpeg.

F: ground to lowest 
point of seat.
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Model Comparison

I’d been so impressed with the Ulysses that I could only hope the
Lightning Long would be the same and maybe better. Only its
shorter travel suspension should have made it any different, and
a lower seat height would be a welcome thing. Maybe it would even
be my new favorite Buell.

Strangely, the change was greater than we could understand.
The XB12Ss’ handling wasn’t nearly so neutral, but had an odd ten-
dency to need continuous countersteering in a turn, to prevent it
from “falling in.” It also wanted to stand up a bit under braking.
Even new tires didn’t change its behavior. The Ulysses handling had
been perfectly neutral, and I rode them back to back, so I’m sure. 

The shorter suspension travel hadn’t spoiled the fine ride we’d
praised on its taller brother and was still fully adjustable. And the
seating was excellent once again, both initial areas of concern.

The weather was cool this time, and we had no problems with
excessive heat radiating through the fuel-filled frame or underseat
vents, but come summertime, that toaster-oven sensation will
surely return. 

Surfing its great waves of torque was still a treat, but ridden
more like a sportbike, the engine management’s lazy overrun was
more of a bother and the engine’s gyrations inside the chassis
more of a distraction. But you could learn to live with both.

All in all, if an American V-twin sportbike is what you’re after,
the Lightning Long is on target. —Dave Searle

The Lightning Long’s larger chassis dimensions fit me better
than Buell’s more compact models. And with their slightly greater
fuel capacity, I get to ride longer, and aboard the XB12Ss, I can
comfortably ride a lot farther than I can on my ’97 Buell S3. 

The one criticism I have pertains to the fuel injection mapping.
Long after the throttle is shut off, the engine continues to “run
on.” This is more a nuisance than anything. 

Even with all its changes, the Buell still retains the features
that I truly appreciate: “Old technology” hydraulic lifters and belt
drive. Both reduce maintenance costs and down time. 

It’s improved, but not spoiled. —Walt Fulton

TESTERS’ LOG

Right: Buell’s 1203cc V-twin
makes a great wave of
torque that propels the

XB12Ss forward like a surfer
at Waimea Bay; liquid

smooth, irresistible and
intoxicating. Although the

rush ebbs above 4000 rpm,
in canyon riding situations,
the XB12Ss easily holds its

own against the Speed
Triple. However, the engine

management is programmed
to cut fuel slowly, making

engine compression braking
almost non-existent. Also,

the engine’s vibration 
isolation system prevents the

bike from feeling like a 
single piece, and more like a
caged animal—unusual and

distracting to some of us.

Above: Equally as good as the Ulysses’ plush perch, the XB12Ss’ saddle
never gave us a moment’s discomfort. Finally, Buell gets it right!
Note the filler cap in the forward end of the swingarm, which serves as
an oiltank for the dry-sump motor—another clever packaging solution.

Left: Showa provides the
suspension components,
and both ends are fully
adjustable for spring 
preload, compression and
rebound damping. The 
action is plush and compliant
with excellent control feel.
Dunlop D208 rubber is
standard. However, the
headlights separate high
and low beam functions and
their patterns have sharp 
vertical cutoffs that fail to
illuminate corners adequately
when the bike is leaned
over. The big 375mm 
outboard disc gives excellent
control and allows a lighter
wheel assembly for reduced
unsprung weight.

Below: The instrumentation is easy to read for the most part, but the
smoked plastic cover over the indicator lights (right side) makes them
less visible than we’d like. The small flyscreen does a useful job of
streamlining the airflow, much better than the Speed Triple.
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ENGINE

Type: ................air-cooled, 45° V-twin
Valvetrain:........OHV, 2 valves per cyl., 

hydraulic lifters, self-adjusting
Displacement: ........................1203cc
Bore/stroke: ........88.9mm x 96.82mm
Compression ratio: ..................10.0:1
Fuel system:..................Fuel injection,
downdraft DDFI, 49mm throttle body

Exhaust: ......................2–1 w/variable 
backpressure valve

DRIVE TRAIN

Transmission: ......................5-speed
Final drive: ...... Goodyear Hibrex belt 
RPM @ 65* mph/redline: ..3440/6600
*actual, not indicated

DIMENSIONS

Wheelbase: ................................54.4"
Rake/trail: ..........steering head 23.5°, 

fork 22°/4.7"
Ground clearance: ........................4.6"
Seat height :................................32.5"
GVWR: ................................850.0 lbs.
Wet weight: ......................470.5 lbs.
Carrying capacity: ..............379.5 lbs.

SUSPENSION

Front:43mm Showa inverted cartridge
forks, adj. preload, comp. and reb. 

damping, 4.72" travel
Rear: direct-acting remote-reservoir

monoshock, externally adj. preload,
plus adj. comp. and reb. damping,

4.97" travel 

BRAKES

Front: ....single 375mm. rim-mounted,
semi-floating disc, six-piston, double-

action caliper
Rear: ..............................240mm disc,

single-piston, single-action caliper

TIRES & WHEELS

Front: ..................120/70ZR17 Dunlop 
D208F on 3.50" x 17" wheel

Rear: ..................180/55ZR17 Dunlop
D208M on 5.50" x 17" wheel

ELECTRICS

Battery: ..............................12V, 12AH
Ignition: ............ 3-D digitally mapped
Headlight: dual 55W, one low, one high

FUEL

Tank capacity: ........................4.4 gal. 
High/low/avg. mpg: .... 47.1/40.0/49.9

MISCELLANEOUS 

Instruments: ............Analog speedo &
tach,clock, digital odometer, dual trip-
meters, plus miles traveled on reserve 
Indicators: ........ hi-beam, t/s, neutral,

low fuel, oil pressure, check engine
MSRP: ..................................$10,495
Routine service interval:........2500 mi.
Valve adj. interval: ............not needed
Warranty: ......24 mo., unlimited miles
Colors: ..................Barricade Orange, 

Midnight Black

PERFORMANCE

Measured top speed ......126.8 mph
0–1/4 mile ..................12.02 sec.

@ 110.69 mph
0–60 mph ....................3.88 sec.
0–100 mph .................10.17 sec.
60–0 mph ........................117.9'
Power to Weight Ratio ........1:5.81
Speed @ 65 mph indicated: ....62.0

STANDARD MAINTENANCE
Item Time Parts Labor
Oil & Filter ................0.3 ............$6.99 + $14 $18.00
Air Filter ....................0.2 ..........$22.99 ..........$12.00
Valve Adjust .........................................not adjustable
Battery Access ..........0.1 ............MF ................$6.00
Final Drive.............................................not adjustable
R/R Rear Whl. ..........0.8 ................................$48.00
Change Plugs............0.3 ..........$10.98 ..........$18.00
Synch EFI..................0.6 ................................$36.00
Totals 2.3 $54.96 $138.00

Note: MCN Labor rate changed to $60/hr. from $54/hr. in May 2002

Low end ::::;

Mid-range :::;.

Top end :::..

Buell’s 1203cc V-twin gets
great fuel economy but
has some noticeable vibra-
tion between 50–60 mph
in top gear despite its
Uniplanar mounting. Also,
it EFI programming makes
engine braking less effec-
tive, requiring compensa-
tion with the brakes.

TEST NOTES
PICKS

: Plenty of grunt with exceptional fuel economy
: Very good suspension for a compliant yet sporty ride
: Excellent seat comfort for long hours of riding

PANS
:: Handling isn’t neutral, it wants to fall into turns
:: Mirrors blur badly with vibration
:: Restricted steering lock requires low-speed caution

SAE CORRECTED REAR-W
HEEL TORQUE, LB. FT.

SAE CORRECTED REAR-W
HEEL HORSEPOW

ER

RPM, THOUSANDS

81.0 hp

68.2 lb. ft.

•
•

DYNAMOMETER DATA

:::::

:::::

:::::

:::::

:::::

:::::

:::::

:::::

:::::

:::::

:::::

M/C RATING SYSTEM
EXCELLENT
VERY GOOD
GOOD
FAIR
POOR :::::

––––––Open Standard––––––
Engine ::::.

Transmission ::::.

Suspension ::::;

Brakes ::::;

Handling :::;.

Styling ::::.

Riding Impression ::::.

Instruments/Controls ::::.

Attention to Detail ::::;

Value ::::.

OVERALL RATING ::::.

2006 Buell XB12Ss Lightning Long
SPECIFICATIONS AND PERFORMANCE DATA

ERGONOMICS TEMPLATE

A

B
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48.4"C

26.0"

F

A: front of bike
to rear most
seating position.

B: front of bike to
center of handgrip.

C: front of bike to
center of footpeg.

D: ground to center
of handgrip.

E: ground to center 
of footpeg.

F: ground to lowest 
point of seat.


